1994 bmw 325 is

It was powered by four-cylinder petrol, six-cylinder petrol and six-cylinder diesel engines, the
latter a first for the 3 Series. Following the launch of the E36 3 Series in , the E30 began to be
phased out. Development of the E30 3 Series began in July , with styling being developed under
chief designer Claus Luthe [7] with exterior styling led by Boyke Boyer. Externally, the E30's
appearance is very similar to twin headlight versions of its E21 predecessor, however there are
various detail changes in styling to the E Major differences to the E21 include the interior and a
revised suspension, the latter to reduce the oversteer for which the E21 was criticised. In the
exterior and interior trim were updated. The i model was replaced with the i at this time and the
diesel-engined d was introduced. However, the Baur remained on sale, alongside the factory
convertible. The M3 convertible was only offered for the European market. The update models
remained largely unchanged until the end of production, with the addition of the is model in
External styling changes included redesigned rear lights, front bumper and a reduction in the
amount of chrome trim. Rust protection was improved with the update. In addition to the
two-door sedan and Baur convertible body styles of its E21 predecessors, the E30 later also
became available as a four-door sedan and five-door station wagon marketed as "Touring".
Initially, the E30 used carryover four-cylinder M10 and six-cylinder M20 petrol engines from its
E21 predecessor. A six-cylinder diesel engine was introduced, in both naturally aspirated and
turbocharged forms. Factory specifications are shown below. The Series 2 update introduced a
new four-cylinder engine: the M40, which used Bosch Motronic fuel-injection. The iS was
released in , using the new M42 engine and only being available with two doors. The M3 is
powered by the S14 engine, a high-revving four-cylinder engine. At the launch of the E30 range,
the six-cylinder models consisted of the i, which had a 2. These models were not sold in North
America, [46] presumably for emissions reasons. In , the 2. An economy version called the e
was released with a lower revving, more fuel efficient engine. The e is an abbreviation for eta ,
which is used to represent the thermal efficiency of a heat engine. To maximise low-rev torque,
the e engine was the largest available in an E30 aside from the i model, which was only sold in
South Africa. The e engine had a longer stroke than the i version, with a more restrictive head,
four cam bearings instead of seven, and single valve springs instead of the dual valve springs
used by the i version. In the td was unveiled at the IAA, Germany. The M21 engine used a
Garrett turbocharger without an intercooler. In BMW introduced the d, a naturally aspirated
version of the same M21 engine, which was popular in countries with a high motor vehicle tax.
The updated engine has a smaller turbocharger, decreasing turbo lag. In total, six transmissions
were available for the various models of the E four manuals , and two automatics. One of the
features that added to the roominess of the E30 was the suspension. The front MacPherson
struts and rear semi-trailing arm suspension were a compact arrangement that left a lot of cabin
and boot space for the car's overall size. The semi-trailing arms have been criticized for the
dynamic toe and camber changes inherent to the suspension geometry, causing bump steer in
hard cornering situations such as racing and autocross. Nonetheless, reviewers praised the
handling of the E For the front wheels, all models use disk brakes. For the rear wheels, most
models use disk brakes, except for some 4-cylinder models which use drum brakes. The
primary distinctive feature of the BMW E30 models produced for the North American market in
â€” is the protruding front and rear aluminum bumpers. These bumpers are commonly known
as "diving boards. In mid for model year , shorter body-coloured plastic bumpers replaced the
aluminium ones altogether. In South Africa, only the two-door and four-door sedans were built,
four cylinder gasoline petrol models production continued there until Despite the introduction
of the M40 engine, the old Mpowered continued to be sold in South Africa until , gaining the new
bumpers when the range was updated. The i is a South Africa-only model, and the South African
iS models were a different specification from iS models sold in other countries. The BMW M3
utilised a widened and heavily redesigned variation of the two-door body style, therefore the M3
shares few body parts with other E30 models. For Portugal and Italy only, due to considerably
higher taxes for cars with engines exceeding cc, a special model was created: the is. Production
of the is continued until Sports suspension was fitted to all two-door models, and to four-doors
produced from September The interior of the is was identical to that of other 3 Series models,
except an M3 instrument cluster which features an oil temperature gauge instead of a fuel
economy gauge was used. The is was sold for three years, with 1, four-doors and 2, two-doors
produced. About such cars were imported beginning in late until at least These cars were built
with help from Alpina in Buchloe, Germany. The i was produced from to and only cars were
produced. The 2. It was launched in the first half of and was powered by an Alpina-fettled, 2.
They also had Recaro sports seats, JPS badging, a limited slip differential , sports suspension,
a sunroof and a body kit. Models sold in Indonesia and Thailand used complete knock-down
kits produced in Germany, which were assembled in Jakarta and Bangkok respectively. Sedan
production concluded on April 30, at Regensburg. Other variants were phased out gradually,

until the final E30 model, a Touring, was produced in , and sold as a model year. The E30 M3
had a very successful career in Touring car racing. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Compact executive car D. Total [94]. Z4 E Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW 3 Series Convertible. Is it better to lease
or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
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Bought this car at fully depreciated price in July and have been driving approximately 3 or 4
days a week for last 3 months. Getting the top down and taking her out for a spin is well worth it
though. Good on gas having been a truck SUV driver. Has decent pick up. Car has k miles on it
an idles as smooth as can be. Car has been properly maintained. It is a form of therapy and so
much fun. If you are thinking of buying a convertible I happily recomment this one. Take it to a
mechanic as they are old cars now. Read less. Ultimate Tanning Machine! I bought my iC with k
miles on the odometer. I cannot believe that this car still accelerates with authority and rev to
the redline, but it DOES! It does have a couple of electrical issues that my mechanic says are
related to the ECU, warning lights illuminate though no real problems exist. I put Bilstein shocks
and M3 control arms and a cold air intake. The handling and sound is phenomenal! Agressive
handling and sound! It makes my Mercedes seem like an old man's car. I had been wanting a i
Convertible 4 yrs, finally got it in excellent condition w only 81, miles!! Thx BMW 4 such an
awesome sun tanning machine Life was good, Now It's Great! Drove it back to San Antonio from
Austin and off the bat just loved the way it felt. I must admit, it is smaller than what I'd had
which was the large il however my goal was to save on gas. It's a four seater but in reality your
not really going to fit anyone but those between 8 and 10 years old comfortably and that is if the
two in whe front are 5'9" max. The ride is nice and tight the manual five speed wants me to race
through those gears and let me tell you that I've had on a few occassions where I've had to step
on the pedal. It is fast for a six cyl!! I'm liking the 3 series due to the available parts and DIY.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed
5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 3 Series. Sign Up. Join our ,
users facebook community. Search automobile-catalog:. Quick access to automobile-catalog
website - type in a browser: a-c. The most efficient way to navigate through our huge database
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technical data and performance data plus an analysis of the direct market competition of BMW i
man. BMW catalogue. How much horsepower? What engine size? What dimensions?
Identification data. BMW i man. Country of origin:. D Germany. Optional equipment:. EEC
segmentation:. D large cars. D-1 large sedans. Body style:. RWD rear-wheel drive. Height with
roof rails or antenna:. Claimed EPA passenger volume:. Calculated EPA passenger volume:.
Fuel capacity:. Drag coefficient Cw-Wert :. Cd claimed:. Cd estimated by a-c:. Inside and outside
dimensions, turning circle, track, trunk, cargo volume, frontal and drag area, capacities, etc.
Curb weight without a driver :. Dry weight:. Shipping weight:. Curb weight estimated:. Gross
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How fast is this car? What top speed? How much fuel? Top speed:. Fuel consumption:. JC08
mode:. Drag times:. Full performance data, accelerations chart, acceleration on gears, speed
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information from this website, please always indicate To view table with complete performance
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shared with a third party. Except as expressly authorized by automobile-catalog. Violations of
copyright will be prosecuted under the fullest extent of the law. The full Terms and Conditions
of using this website and database can be found here. Complete specs and photo gallery - click
the button below:. Examples of the direct competition of BMW i in The same class cars with
similar kind of fuel, power and type of transmission:. Cars Catalogue Homepage Automobile-Catalog. The idea behind Automobile-Catalog. Visit us on Facebook! ISBN
automobile-catalog. Some product and company names mentioned on this site may be
trademarks of their respective owners. Related makes:. Basic dimensions. Sales markets. Tire
size: BMW i standard and alternative wheel and tire sizes, tire pressure data Check also: the
parameters of wheel rims for BMW 3 E36 Sedan - bolt pattern, offset,width, etc. Factory claim.

